
 

No.  MBKET 038 / 2016 

                  25 January 2016 

Re: Announcement for changing of deposit and withdraw money channel to Company 

To: All value clients 

Re: Letter of the Association of Securities Companies (“ASCO”) No.BorLor.318/2015 Re: the Operational 

Guideline Re: Money Receiving Channel from clients of Intermediaries, dated on 16 December 2015 

 Due to ASCO has prescribed for all intermediaries to regulate regarding with money receiving channel 

from retail and body persons clients via ATS, E-Payment and/ or Bahtnet only, as a result, clients are not able to 

transfer, deposit money to company’s bank account at the bank directly, and shall come into force since the date 

of 1 April 2016 onwards. 

 Maybank Kim Eng Securities (Thailand) Public Company Limited (“Company”) would like to make 

understanding to all clients regarding with changing of deposit money channel to company, the details are as 

follows:  

1. Since 1 April 2016, Company is not able to receive for money depository into company’s bank 

account via money transfer channel from all commercial banks In case of any client who transact 

with money depository by transferring money, company shall reserve for the right to verify the data in 

order to ensure that such money is belong to such client and company must refund such money for 

later on, in this regard, company is not able to increase credit line for securities trading and/ or 

derivatives trading to you at all cases. In addition, company shall not pay for interest or other 

interests as occurred from transfer money into such company’s bank account as well. 

2. In order to facilitate and speed up for your money depository to company as a consequent to speed 

up for increasing credit line, so that, company would like to persuade for considering the application 

for the use of E-Payment/ E-Banking. In case, you are interested to apply for E-Payment/ E-Banking 

of Siam Commercial Bank Plc., Bangkok Bank Plc. and Kasikornthai Bank Plc., you are able to 

contact via company due to these three Banks have policy regarding client’s verification data in prior 



to apply for the said services without contacting by yourself at the bank. For other commercial 

banks, you are able to apply for the use of E-Payment/ E-Banking by yourself and proceed to inform 

regarding with collateral deposit via company’s internet, by which you must use User Name and 

Password to complete of such proceeding and are also able to download application form E-

Payment/ E-Banking from company’s website in accordance with this URL: http://www.maybank-

ke.co.th/th/customer-service/download/application-forms/index.html and please fill in application 

form E-Payment/ E-Banking for two sets and enclose with the copy of Identification card and the 

copy of saving book bank for two sets each, together with signing within such documents for every 

pages with the same as given with the said commercial bank and please return these documents to 

company for further proceedings.   

3. For clients who are not convenience to apply for the use of services as mentioned in article 2 and are 

intended to apply for the Automatic Transfer System (ATS), you are able to download application 

form for ATS from company’s website with URL:  http://www.maybank-ke.co.th/th/customer-

service/download/application-forms/index.html and please fill in ATS form for four pages, together 

with signing within such documents for every pages with the same as given with the said commercial 

bank and please return these documents to company for further proceedings. For this case, when 

you have informed your intention to apply for ATS in order to deposit money to company, company is 

not able to increase for your credit line immediately due to company shall wait for the result of ATS 

deduction from commercial bank as a priority, then company is able to increase for your credit line in 

which the confirmation period for ATS deduction from each commercial bank is out of control. 

4. For the money depository channel via Bill Payment system shall require with the limitation regarding 

with credit line which can be settled for each day, by which company shall inform the details 

regarding with money depository proceeding via Bill Payment system for later on.  

5. For the money depository channel via Bahtnet system as to be used by any clients, those clients 

shall have no effect in all aspects.  

For any clients who have already used to apply for the use of ATS via company in order to be used 
for price settlement in cash account (#1), you are able to use such account for the deduction of ATS for the 
deposit as collateral with company immediately with every account which you have with company, including with 
cash balance account and credit balance account as well, in this regard, you have just informed and confirmed of 
such intention with company, then company shall proceed for further steps in accordance with such intention. 
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However, company is kindly to let you know that proceeding via E-Payment system will be convenient and quicker 
than ATS system. So that, company is kindly persuade to apply for the use of E-Payment service. 

Consequently, company is kindly to inform for changing of deposit and withdraw money channel to 
you, in order to have an enough preparation period due to the application for the use of E-Payment service and/ 
or ATS, each commercial bank shall proceed within the period with no less than two weeks. In case you have an 
additional query, please contact your investment consultant or operation officer Tel. 0-2658-6300.  

For your acknowledgement 

 

       Best Regards, 

                Maybank Kim Eng Securities (Thailand) Public Company Limited 


